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We are going to do an exercise speaking and moving

out of atmosphere. Fill the space around you by means of radi-

ation. absolutely. concretely. Each part of your body must be

really full of this eumoopherc. Get up and down in the atmos-

phere. You must be aware of what is going on in each part of

your body. Zou must hear and feel it like music. Like a sound.

not only a vague idea. Create the atmosphere. Keep it and in-

crease it. Something urnappy is about to happen. The sentence

is: "Im't it strange‘?”

we have to radiate the atmosphere. and at the same

time We have to take it into our inner experience; and if we

really move and speak out of atmosphere. that will increase the

atmosphere. To the power of radiation we add movement and the

voice. which are not only in harmony with the atmosphere. but

they increase it. The actor is only allowed to appreciate his

voice and movements when they are filled with this atmes_hero

and come out of it.

The ideal perfortnnco must alnaye be filled with at-

xosphere; then each word. each movement will he as a jewel, (not

just :olilequiee and dialogues, with the audience understanding
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nothing or, at best, somethin\g). Each movement can be as a

jewel only in the atmosphere. ix'o must develop our love for

the fixture theatre from this noint of view. We are always in

the atmosphere and each word and each movement is in the at-

mosphere. Your body must be like a crystallization of the at—

mosphere. We must never forget what 3. beautiful, flexible thing

the body is. Out of this atmosphere run into the next room and

back; then say. "Isn't it strange?" in a very loud voice; and

then run into the next room end back and repeat the sentence

in a very low voice.

Iixl‘aGIa‘x’A‘l‘ION MID INCORPORATION:

Now an exercise on imagination and incorporation of

images. You must imagine as quickly as possible the figure of

one character after another. Imagination, incorporation, per-

formance - as quick as possible - in one minute. The theme is

a street between two and’four awn, in a big city, a side street.

Show five different characters walking down the street.

Criticisms

I an very disappointed with the characters. First

of all. they were Weak; and second. uninteresting to watch; and

third, no vision - nothing. Lax Reinhardt once said that ho

was surrounded by thousands of images which overnhelned him and

1
that he had to make performances because he must give them life.

That means a fine, developed imagination. 01‘ course, he is
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perhaps by nature a genius. but he has also developed his in-

agination. which means he was-interested in developing it.

If an artist simply waits for some images, or even

doesn't consciously wait for them — if they come. they will:

if not, then not — this is wrong. We must be interested to

develop our imaginations and images. It is not enough for us

to do some exercises in the school; we must create the life

aroxmd us all the time. If not, you will only see the poorest

things. You must take the problem much more seriously than

you have done.

In yesterday's improvisation. and in the incorpora—

'tion we saw today, ewe very important bells have been rung.

Ho teacher. no playwright, no school can give you anything if

you are not aware of what is going on in you. In this school

we have a serious approach to the theatre — you will not find

a deeper one in the whole world — and because of this serious

approach you must put some questions before yourselves, such

as: What shall I do? What has happened to me? What is my

 

gination? You will see, perhaps, that your imagination is

a plain shoot of paper - if so, you must be afraid of this.

Remember the invisible wall. Which point of the method calls

you to work?

No are :00 quiet about ourselves. If you will read

some biographies, or if you have met some real artists, you

will realize that they always have images around then. Ask
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yourselves if you have some images around you. I don't think

so. Perhaps you must as}: yourselves the very serious question:

Must I choose another profession?

LII“? 0N THXnggégghue-ation is that of life on the stage. All

the figures in the scene today were made out of papier-macho.

We have tried to find the way to increase our life on the stage

and during the perfom/ance, but today it was just the opposite.

Xou must understand that this is a life problem. It is danger-

ous in a serious sense, because none of us wants to spend three

years or more for nothing. Every one of us wants to be an ac-

tor. But we must not only want to be here, we must 13 something.

The teacher will do what he can, but he is not able to do things

inside you. No must have a reaction and then he is able to give

more and more, to go further and further. Such examples a: yes-

terday and today are very illuminating. but they take it neces-

sary for us to take our whole life problem very seriously.

Let us speak about the exercise we did yesterday in

connection with the psychological gesture and higher beings.

In this exercise we spoke about developing our spiritual side -

quite apart from the religious side. You will never be able to

act fairy tales or fmtastic or spiritual themes as everyday

things if you do not do such exercises. ¥ou will not even be

able to act naturalistic things if you are not able to embrace

the other side as well. It is not possible to paint only with

black or with white. You must use both black and white. There-
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fore,it is not so simple. Xou must-experience more than the

symbol of a thing ~ the thunderstorm as a symbol. the child as

a symbol, age asisymbol — you must have some auras around you.

and then you are artists.

Again this question of life on the stage. This is a

problem, just as the question of images is a problem. You must

decide whether you want to have this ability to have feelings

streaming through you. and to consciously have an inspirer who

wants to give to you. and who will respond to your requests.

I have given you the picture of the imaginary angel on top of

the mountain. but this does not mean that you have to take it.

Your own highest being — the artist in you — this is enough for

inspiration. but something must be decided. something must bo

taken. You must not be satisfied just to accept. You must ask

yourselves whether you have an ispirer or whether you want to

have one. I don't think you have taken these things as a prob-

lem. You must decide this problem for yourselves. and perhaps

you will come and tell me that you have no inspirsr - that will

at least be a decision. Don't be vague about this. It must be

important for you — it must be something definite — everything

must be your decision.

THE FEELINGS: The Fishing: Scene:

If you accept the things which our school stands for,

you must decide to work with them. If you don't understand.
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ask me and I will try to give you other means to help you.

with your inner technique, do everything consciously. de are

not helpless. We have a technique. Appreciate this.

THE INSPIR§§zhave free bodies is the first step. Then we have ‘

the theme. How being free. we have to take the atmosphere out

of the theme and radiate it. And this is what we call the

ground for exploration. If you can rememben objectives, take

than also. Take your characters. everything you know. He

concentrated with these means. If we have had enough experi-

ence. we are able to concentrate. Being concentrated, you must

open your creative mind to your inspiration - your inspirer —

whatever you may call it - and to your audience. The way is

free because you are not contracted. The inspiration will come

because you show to your inspirer such things as character. ob-

jectives, etc. This is what we mean by asking for certain feel-

ings and letting them pass through us. instead of keeping them

inside. Everything easy...this is art. Everything exists and

does not exist.

Today we started with an atmosphere and then lost it

in the first three seconds. And then we forgot that we mug:

have it. That is why we are exercising. It is better to stop

and begin again. This is the reason for the school. When you

are actors. you will not have time to do such things. You have

to exercise now. Don't do vague things. because this will pro-

oludo us from going forward quickly. Even in our private lives
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we are not aware of what we are doing, and these vague things

we transmit into our school.

Today we are doing an exercise which in very compli-

cated and which requires much concentration and awakened minds.

If you don't agree or don't understand, tell no; but if you

agree. then gg_i§. Perhaps when you start to speak, you lose

everything. Stop - begin again. That's why-we have so much

time for coneciouo work but not for vague floundering around

the exercise, thinkinv that we have done it. We have not done

it the moment we are vague. Start again and be quite. quite

sure of what you are doing. You must always breathe quite

freely during this exercise with the feelings, otherwise you

may change your pulse. You must be as free with your breathing

as you are with your hands and arms and bodies. This applies

particularly to Anna.

Fairy Tale:

Very technically prepare yourselves for this work with

the feelings. What are you going to do? On the grounds of

what? consciously prepare yourselves. we know what we must

exercise in our school in order to be able to act freely later

on: exercise your inner technique.

\

MISE EN SClu‘oE:

Now take mise en scone. Take your positions as rev—

elations. as a means of expression for your inspirer. when you
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move. it is even a greater revelation than when you sit still.

These are the means to increase your transparency. Realize

that now that you are moving, you have the means to send out

even more. and that you can speak to your audience through all

theno things. This is the actor's psychology. Everything you

do. everything you have increases your ability to send out the

inspiration.

New appreciate your mise on scene as a means to send

out your inspiration. When you do this, every movement will

become charming. Appreciate the position of your hands...these ’

are the means through which you can send it out, and it will

also be the ground for your inopiror. Tell him, [your inspirerfi

that you wish to do such a thing with your body and he will give

you the means to justify it. If it is wrong: your inspirer will

give you something else. Every gesture give: you tho ;0 -i‘il-
 

ity to send it out. so you must appreciate the slightest move-

ment. Try to feel it like sunshine coming to you - each part

feels differently. You must be happy about all these means of

expression. Be very conscious that your voice is a means to

carry your expression to your audience.

why do we create such chaos as in the wedding scene.

for example? Because we are not able to‘appreciate our own

means of expression and therefore are incapable of appreciating

those of our friends. When we are able to appreciate every-

thing we have. we must be in harmony with everyone else on the
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stage. or not in harmony. as the case may be. This is the real

appreciation of the means of txpression. To be transparent,

and to give the possibility to my friends to be transparent and

to act as I an able to act. Begin again and realize that at

----———--the—momefit—yefir no c:en* :-n more *hportant than Eichelangelo's
 

because you are creating them. Each sound, each movement must

be like a jewel. You must keep the character in your speech.

It must be clear to the audience.

I want you to understand what I mean by this nonresi-

gtigg. I will repeat it many times. Each movement, each word,

even the smallest, is a beautiful means of conveying the inspir—

ation through you to the audience. Now rake small movements

with full appreciation. Look before you on the floor. and when

I toll you to begin, you must lift your eyes as if stopping

someone who is moving before you. You must really experience

this movement with your eyes so that in the largest theatre it

will mean somethinn for your audience. In doing the slightest

things on the stage with your eyes or your hands, they must be

full of meaning. Exercise this by means of clenching the fist

with the feeling of hatred; and of opening the hand with the

fooling of love; or lift one finger, but with such power that

it has the force to stop someone.

On such occasions as yesterday and today we must study

our method more seriously. When everything is all right and the

sketch has some well, no one will think about the Method; but
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when we are unhappy and awkward. then we must pay attention

to the Method and study it. If not. we will always be floun-

dering in the realm of accident. and for this aim we do not

need to have a school.

Had—00nd;

Yesterday. when Peter was giving his class to the

new students, I heard some terrible noises. I must warn you

never to give hysterical or insane themes. when the students

utter such dreadful noises. you must tell them that such things

are not applicable to our art. Never give them the Opportunity

to do such dreadful things. This is not art. If we must show

a disaster. we must find certain means of expression. a cer-

tain style which will give the meaning of the disaster; but if

it is done in a real way. it is the way to become ill.

As a result of yesterday's improvisation. the thought

occurred to me that one of the biggest mistakes was that you

did not feel the style of the performance. and this was very

obvious. Paul. for example, was absolutely out of style.

some things were not necessary even for the theme. and abso-

lutely unnecessary for the style. In our next improvisation

we will take into consideration this problem of style.

Please study the Method and do not apply it in a

vague form. Put problems before yourselves as human beings.

Do you want to go this way or not? Each year will he more
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difficult for you if you do not decide new. You will be un—

\

happy with tho theatre, and it will be unhsppy with you if you

are not a clear-thinking person about your profession and your

way.

54in~3§na~

Enodeffl

The "baby"Atheatre is for the following aim. Direc-

tors and designers most show what they have found as a simpli-

fication of the new sketches. This does not apply to costumes.

only to the settings; but if the designers are able to show

some sketches for new costumes in accordance with tho new set—

tings, that will be very good. It will only be possible to

indicate the lighting. It will be very necessary to have some

small figures in proper proportion.


